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While it may seem that the book on contagion, viruses, bacteria, and germs has long since
been closed and considered scientific fact, this couldn't be further from the truth.

Since microorganisms are pleomorphic (they change shape) based on the pH and toxicity of
the terrain, how can they be categorized and said to cause a specific disease? And then how
can you make a "shot" for them? How can something even have "immunity" to them when
they are your own cells and always changing to assist the body to heal and release toxins?

How can you know when you take these living cells from the living blood, said organism is
not changed by the removal methods? What about when you change the terrain inside a
petri dish and drug the cells? How is it good science to merely assume these cytopathic
methods are not interfering with the results? Why can't we just take the exudate from a
patient and inoculate it into a healthy person and get the same disease or isolate a virus
from mucus to make a vaccine?

What about when families or groups get sick together? Families oHen get poisoned by the
same sources (have common toxic exposures), especially by toxic food, sick-building
syndrome, and body care products. Also, families share stress together, because you cannot
easily avoid energetic influences when sharing life so intimately.

What about pheromone triggers? As an aside, this is what I noticed was at least one cause of the
more so current sudden loss of taste and smell they were blaming on fake covid when it happened to
me a;er hugging a freshly jabbed customer. Just as with women, whose menstrual cycles line
up when sharing the same space, or the Bruce Effect reducing the fertility of those living in
apartment buildings above the 5th floor, so too does the body have its pheromonal triggers
for its cleansing schedules or triggers of cleansing. If 3 of 5 people in a household have
accumulated toxins, they will all get 'sick' together and cleanse. This is efficient with
regard to survival. The 2 who don’t “catch the invisible virus” had no need to cleanse. How
many kids and families fall ill aHer Halloween, Birthdays, and Christmas aHer eating loads
of pro-inflammatory sugar and other junk?
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What about those random occasions when grandparents visit sick grandkids and then get
sick too? OHen, when a family gets together, they poison themselves. In our culture, it is
common to eat “fun meals” as a family when visiting. The grandparents come and everyone
eats refined white sugar, glyphosate-laden foods, rancid seed oil fried chips, sugary
chocolate, or greasy fast food, and drinks alcohol, pop, coffee, etc. Then they're sick
aHerward and decide they must have caught a virus, just like the kids. This does not always
happen however, many times people will visit, and someone is sick or the grandchildren are
sick, and no one else gets sick too.

Here’s the rub, no one 'catches' anything. What is happening is called a lack of self-
responsibility and the germ is being used as the scapegoat.

How about EM field interference, detox triggers, seasonal triggers, familial sympathetic
resonance, empathic resonance, the morphogenic field, and the placebo and nocebo
effects? What about the many studies that disprove mucus as a carrier of contagion, the
insanity of trying to trigger detox mechanisms in animals during "infection studies" which
has nothing to do with a contagious microbe but instead a poisoning of the terrain to
trigger the body into a mechanistic action of waste removal? In fact, Louis Pasteur pulled
this magic trick when he was make-believing rabies back in the day. You can read all about
the liar and fraud Pasteur here.

It is the craziest thing to me, the thousands of indoctrinated “scientists” inventing the
never-needed and the always-harmful vaccines that merely poison the body in a specific
manner to attempt to trigger a matched detox pattern from it, and then they turn around
and say this is the cure! What an alarming embarrassment for all of mankind (it’s actually
cringe-worthy). No wonder they would rather keep living the lie than support the
unstoppable scientific paradigm shiH happening right now. Don’t even get me started
about the false theory of antibodies - you can learn more about this topic from my friend
Dawn Lester, co-author of the book What Really Makes You Ill.

If you wish to learn more about contagion, please watch my video Common Exposures:
What Contagion Is and Is Not.

Dr. Urlic Williams - “The modern medical system, to the extent of perhaps 80%, is nothing but a
gigantic, cruel, ludicrous, lucrative, transparent fraud. Doctors do not know what disease is, nor how
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gigantic, cruel, ludicrous, lucrative, transparent fraud. Doctors do not know what disease is, nor how
it is brought about.”

Do you know that little old wives tale that still runs amok out of the mouths of the falsely
educated about smallpox-infected blankets killing the Indigenous? Cool story bruh, but not
what happened. From my friend Tracey Northern’s blog:

Jim West pointed out to me on another article this little nugget-
“Alternative view: Smallpox is likely arsenic poisoning (symptoms are same) and the
vax/Indian stories are a coverup. Smallpox was everywhere that European trappers or
solders ventured. They all carried arsenic trioxide for tanning or perhaps hidden
upstream warfare.”

Here are just a mere few study examples unable to prove contagion:

In March of 1919, Rosenau & Keegan conducted 9 separate experiments in a group of 49
healthy men, to prove contagion. In all 9 experiments, 0/49 men became sick aHer being
exposed to sick people or the bodily fluids of sick
people. https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/221687

In 1921, Williams et al. tried to experimentally infect 45 healthy men with the common cold
and influenza, by exposing them to mucous secretions from sick people. 0/45 became
ill. https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/19869857/

In 1924, Robertson & Groves exposed 100 healthy individuals to the bodily secretions from
16 different people suffering from influenza. The authors concluded that 0/100 became sick
as a result of being exposed to those bodily secretions.  https://academic.oup.com/jid/article-
abstract/34/4/400/832936?redirectedFrom=fulltextA

In 1937 Burnet & Lush conducted an experiment exposing 200 healthy people to bodily
secretions from people infected with influenza. 0/200 became sick. 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2065253/

In 1940, Burnet and Foley tried to experimentally infect 15 university students with
influenza. The authors concluded their experiment was a failure. 
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.5694/j.1326-5377.1940.tb79929.x
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Dr Amandha Vollmer – “Most of what they've described are made up from artifacts created by
their removal from the body. We contain a liquid crystalline structure that sends out signals as fast
as the speed of light or faster. They try to keep this knowledge from us by pulling everything apart

and inventing stories about how it operates, selling us a materialistic answer to a frequency
question. We have liquid crystals inside of us called EZ water that our mitochondria manufacture

based on biophotonic (light) energy. We have antennae due to this nature which communicate with
our world. Once we understand this, their rudimentary explanations are laughable.”

Let’s take chickenpox as an example. This is called a childhood exanthem (a growth trigger
of childhood. More such exanthems are measles, mumps, rubella, roseola infantum, 5ths
disease, etc.) If it is so contagious, why is it that not all will get it who are exposed? The
liars will tell you that you must be “immune” somehow, another term manufactured by the
germ theory cultists in order to stop the questioning and explain away why only some will
fall ill.

Some in the tribe will respond to sympathetic resonance because they were already primed
to remove the acidic protein wastes through their skin (from poor feeding, from self, or
even though the mother when in utero). I am sure science has caught up with the fact that
we produce frequencies and energy fields, yes? Not every child needs to experience this
expression either. The acidic waste is of such a low pH, it literally burns the skin, creating a
water blister.

It is a one or two-time clear out as a growth process that has a trigger, sometimes it is
suppressed in those deeply poisoned, like from those vaccinated and the trigger mechanism
goes off way later (this happened to me when I was 17 as the MMR (measles, mumps,
rubella) vaccine did great damage to my natural processes) and I had a very large
expression. This vaccine also damaged my body’s own HEPA filter for the lymphatic system
called tonsils which led to their ultimate removal, aHer 12 rounds of amoxicillin (I will have
another article on that topic coming up).

Most people believe they will get sick if someone else is sick, oHentimes simply because of
belief (nocebo effect). Be your own scientist. If you stop believing in contagion and then test
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belief (nocebo effect). Be your own scientist. If you stop believing in contagion and then test
yourself by hanging around someone ill, will you still “get it”? I have tested this myself.
Once my beliefs changed, I stopped "catching" things. Fear is a powerful emotion that can
warp our perceptions. Why do you think our enemy controlling the corporate governments
of the world uses it so much?

Now, if you are locked into a room with no airflow with many sick people who are
expressing their toxic gases (a problem of basic hygiene), and you also are weakened by lack
of proper nutrition, a clogged liver, and a damaged energy field, over time you could fall
into resonance with their cleansing method, which could trigger a similar expression in
yourself (just as the famous nurse Florence Nightengale noticed and described with the
progressive fever in sick soldiers - she solved the problem by opening up the windows).
However, you did not CATCH it from a random bug floating through the air. That is a
complete myth based on superstition, not science. You earned the illness by gaining toxic
credits into your body, which has important processes at the ready to remove the unwanted
wastes.

Dr. Herbert Shelton - “The best way to eliminate people's fear of contagion is to teach them about
the real cause of illness.”

The germ theory is completely false and we need to ascend our thinking away from fear,
myth, illusion & scientism, which is the religion of science and not actual science. The
actual science proves no contagion and no germ causing any disease: pleomorphic germ
action is the result of a diseased body and is there to serve the body to remove dead, dying,
or damaged tissue, repair genetic material, and push the wastes out.

I can almost hear the mental noise from many aHer reading this as the propaganda
implanted mind-worm starts to wriggle asking BUT WHAT ABOUT POLIO? Ah, that old
chestnut. I have addressed the myth of polio HERE.

Here are a few more studies for you:

A study showing that HIV is not sexually transmitted:

NS Padian et al, “Heterosexual Transmission of Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) in
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NS Padian et al, “Heterosexual Transmission of Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) in
Northern California: Results From a Ten-Year Study,” Am J Epidemiol 146, no. 4 (August 15, 1997):
350-7. doi: 10.1093/oxfordjournals.aje.a009276.

A study that could not prove Koch's Postulates of Disease Transmission: Even using
unpurified mucus from lung-cancer-grown cells, they couldn't prove contagion. Only a few
got sick from all that disgusting material being shoved down their throats.

JFW Chan et al, “Simulation of the Clinical and Pathological Manifestations of Coronavirus
Disease 2019 (COVID-19) in Golden Syrian Hamster Model: Implications for Disease Pathogenesis
and Transmissibility,” Clin Infect Dis. (March 26, 2020), ciaa325. doi:10.1093/cid/ciaa325.

A study showing that hand washing and hygiene practices do not change illness
"transmission":

J Xiao et al, “Nonpharmaceutical Measures for Pandemic Influenza in Nonhealthcare Settings—
Personal Protective and Environmental Measures,” Emerging Infectious Diseases 26, no. 5 (May
2020).

Further resources:

https://oneradionetwork.com/health-articles/biologist-proves-measles-isnt-virus-wins-
supreme-court-case-doctor/

https://viroliegy.com/2022/07/15/the-no-virus-challenge/

Bechamp or Pasteur? : A lost chapter in the history of biology by Hume, E. Douglas (Ethel
Douglas); Leverson, Montague R. (Montague Richard), b. 1830

Examining the science of the "VlRUS" contagion process

Murder by Injection , The Story of the Medical Conspiracy Against America (1988) by
Eustace Mullins
http://educate-yourself.org/vcd/MurderbyInjection.pdf

The Poisoned Needle by Eleanor McBean (1957) (Suppressed Facts About Vaccinations)
http://www.whale.to/a/mcbean3.html
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